Teacher’s Notes
for trial on-screen lesson guide (5-8 year olds)

NOTE TO TEACHERS
Please ensure that all members of staff involved in the delivery of 1decision are fully up to date with safeguarding/
child protection policies and procedures.
Before using our resources in the classroom, we would advise all teachers to view the videos first to check the suitability
for your students.
Excluding our documentaries, our video series explores possible outcomes for the characters’ choices by providing children with
alternative endings from which to choose. In reality these choices would not always produce the same result. It is important to be
clear with students that the many decisions we make throughout our lives do not always have right or wrong answers but that they
do require careful consideration. It is essential that this is explored to give children a better understanding of each topic.
•
•
•
•
•

It is important to inform students that the 1decision films have been created by actors to educate children on situations
that ‘could’ happen
It is important to point out to the students that the videos do not explore all possibilities
The videos have not been created to scare or worry children and it is important to check that your students have not already
been affected by some of the topics
Whilst watching the videos, please remember to refer to the on-screen lesson guides to explore the discussion points with
your students
When delivering the free trial lesson, it is important to discuss other possible outcomes for the scenario
If you have any questions about our resources please contact:
info@1decision.co.uk
01438 750330
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Creating the Right Environment
Every school will have effective rules for the classroom. Since PSHE can often touch on sensitive subjects, we suggest
that your classroom rules should be revisited prior to using 1decision. We have also formulated some rules here, that you
may wish to employ:
Rules for working together – ground rules, golden rules, and/or keys are essential for building a classroom
climate where every child (and adult) feels secure and increasingly comfortable about expressing a thought, a feeling, or
an opinion about something.
However the rules are phrased, respect is at the core of being able to work together safely and comfortably. It gives value
and affirmation to each person in the various ways that it is demonstrated. Respect enables every child (and teacher) to
take part without fear or anxiety of not being listened to or being ridiculed or dismissed.
It is important to involve the children in establishing the rules we need to work together (talk together) in a way that
enables each of us to feel comfortable talking and wanting to share our own thoughts and feelings.
Rules should be brief, easy to understand, and on display in the classroom or wherever the children are working.
As an example, a rule about listening could be to listen carefully to a speaker until he or she has finished, with no
interruptions.
Rules about taking turns could be that one person speaks at a time. To ensure this, an object can be used to
empower the speaker, so that only the person holding the item is allowed to speak. Give others a chance to say something
and allow them the time to say it.
A rule about sitting could be to sit still, nicely, and comfortably (if on carpet legs crossed, hands
in laps), and look at the person who is talking.
A rule about respect could be to respect what other people say and their views and feelings. This can be achieved
by employing the rules above and by not laughing, fidgeting, interrupting, or shouting.
A rule about saying positive things about another person and what they have said involves not putting them
down or saying nasty things.
Importantly, a rule will also be needed for any behaviour that is not respectful to others and spoils the working together
atmosphere. It is vital that the children are consulted when establishing this rule, encouraging them to consider what
should happen if someone behaves in a disrespectful way. Children need to know, for example, that those who are unable
to show respect to others (e.g. by interrupting, laughing, or putting them down) will be asked to leave the activity and
potentially even the classroom, and will only be permitted to return once they are willing and able to follow the rules.
It is very important that there is agreement regarding what should occur if a rule is broken, otherwise there will not be
a safe learning environment.
The sanction may not need to be used but should be planned for, perhaps by using a classroom assistant to supervise
‘time out’ for any child. Action should be consistent – always adhering to the rules with just one warning so that children
realise that the action is to protect the rest of the group from unacceptable behaviour and to protect and maintain the
safe working environment.
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Introducing 1decision to your Students
You may wish to use this additional activity as an introduction to 1decision.
1decision focuses on choices that children may face throughout their lives. To introduce children to the programme,
you may wish to start with an appropriate activity around making choices (example below). For most of an individual’s
childhood, the adults around them will make the majority of choices for them but it is important that we help them to
understand the decisions that they are responsible for and how this responsibility will increase as they grow.
Activity: Start with a toy or picture of a baby.
Discuss with the children:
Who makes the decisions or choices for the baby, such as feeding times, what clothes to wear, when to have a bath, etc.
Ask the children how old the baby will be when he/she can start making his/her own decisions, for example parent or
carer gives him/her a choice to buy something, or what he/she would like for dinner.
Through a discussion, elicit from the children who makes choices for each of them, and what kind of decisions are made?
Now ask the children which choices are they allowed to make now and how might this change in the future.
Some examples:
Do they decide what they can have for breakfast?
Can they choose to tell the truth or to tell a lie?
Are they old enough to make a choice about how they treat somebody else?
Are they allowed to choose what they wear?
Once the children have established that they are old enough to make certain choices and decisions, discuss how some
choices are not that important whereas others are very important and can often have consequences.
For example:
Making a choice to hit another child
Choosing to run away from a parent or guardian in a crowded shopping centre
Explain to the children that it is ok to make the wrong choice sometimes and that learning from our mistakes is a very
important part of growing up. As they grow older, they will have more important choices to make and it is good to
practise making those choices and decisions. Sometimes there can be serious consequences and children can make
a decision that can leave them seriously injured, for example running into a busy road, so it is important to prevent
these situations from happening. Introduce the children to 1decision and Darlee, who teaches children about making
decisions to help us to stay safe and healthy.

Once you have experienced the
world of 1decision, sign up to our full
resources bank!

1decision costs
less than 10p per
child, per week
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Module - Computer Safety
Please see below for an overview of the complete Computer Safety module. This trial offers you a free sample
lesson from the module, which can be used to deliver an effective PSHE lesson.
Within PSHE, all schools are working at different levels. Your trial lesson is suggested for children aged 5-7 but
please ensure suitability before you deliver the content to your students.
If you have any further questions about this sample lesson, please contact info@1decision.co.uk.

Suggested order
of delivery

•
•
•
•
•

Assessment Guide - Baseline
Topic - Online Bullying
Topic - Image Sharing
Topic - Making Friends Online
Assessment Guide - Summative

Topics within this module
Online Bullying

Suggested for Year 1/2

Image Sharing

Suggested for Year 1/2

Making Friends Online

Suggested for Year 2/3

Online Bullying looks at how negative online comments can affect
someone.

Image Sharing looks at how quickly an image can be shared and the effects
of sharing images.

Making Friends Online looks at the dangers of meeting people we have
only spoken to online.

Computer Safety Documentary

Suggested for Year 2/3

Our Computer Safety Documentary recaps all of the online safety rules
and more.
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Topic - Image Sharing
Step-by-step instructions for on-screen lesson guide

1

3

5

Starting slide for the lesson.

2

Learning outcomes and expectations for
this topic.

Ask your students to create a list of the
different types of information that can be
shared online.

4

Read the following slides to your students
and allow them to decide whether it is
safe for Deedee to share the information.

Should Deedee share her address online?

6

Should Deedee share her password to her
favourite game with her parent or carer?
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Should Deedee share the name of her school
online?

8

Should Deedee share an image of her
pet cat online?

9

Should Deedee video call someone she
has not met before?

10

Should Deedee share an image of her
friends without their permission?

Can your students think of any other information Deedee should or shouldn’t
share online?

12

Use the prompts on screen to let your
students know you will be watching a
video.

11
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13

Minimize the lesson guide and play the
Image Sharing video. Return to the lesson
guide before the children make their choice.

14

Use the prompts on screen to discuss what
has happened in the video.

15

Return to the video and allow your students
to make their decision.

16

Use the prompts to discuss what has
happened in the A ending.

17

Use the prompts to discuss what has
happened in the B ending.

18

Did your students make the best choice
for all the characters?
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19

Share the information on screen with
your students.

20

21

Read the following slides to your students
and allow them to decide whether the
images should or shouldn’t be shared
online.

22 Picture one.

23
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Picture two.

24

Use the prompts on screen to continue a
discussion with your students.

Picture three.
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25

Picture four.

26

Picture five.

27

Picture six.

28

Ask your students to complete the activity
with the answers they feel are right for them.

30

Ask your students to complete the sentence
stems.

29

Return to the list that was created as a
baseline activity. Is there anything that
the students would like to add?
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31

Share Deedee’s message with your students.

32

End of topic. You may want to complete
our extension activities.

33

If you would like to explore this topic
further, follow the on-screen prompts
to complete this extension activity.

34

If you would like to explore this topic
further, follow the on-screen prompts
to complete this extension activity.

35

You will find a selection of additional
extension activities on the 5-8 trial page.

36

The extension activities are now complete
and you have come to the end of the ‘Image
Sharing’ topic. You may want to provide the
class with the certificate available on the 5-8
trial page.
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